The fundamental concept of this book will be immediately obvious to anyone who has previously had the pleasure of using LOGO. Like the familiar LOGO turtle, Karel, the Robot is simply another name for the cursor on the computer screen. His movements can be controlled by a relatively simple programming language. The subtitle of the book, 'A Gentle Introduction to the Art of Programming with Pascal" indicates that Pattis has written his book not merely to provide pleasure for the reader, which it does, but also to provide an introduction to the fundamental concepts of Pascal.

The ground rules of Karel's universe are simple. The screen is divided into a ten by ten grid, described as streets and avenues. Movement across this grid is restricted by the presence of walls which are placed at different positions in each problem. Karol can move forward one grid space at a time, turn to his left, pick up or deposit markers ("beepers") in positions next to the cursor, and finally he can be turned off when the task is completed. If he is given an order which is impossible to execute, he turns himself off.

In each problem, the purpose is to move Karel across the screen, either picking up or depositing beepers in a predetermined fashion. Although the initial situations are relatively straightforward, the problems become increasingly complex and are positively challenging by the end of the book. Students will find the approach to be non-threatening and conducive to learning. Numerical data, input-output methods, and data structures are de-emphasized, so that the student can develop a good foundation in the essentials of programming and problem solving.

Starting from the the primitive control structures described above, the
instruction set becomes increasingly sophisticated, allowing for the development of block structures which are essentially equivalent to procedures in Pascal, conditional statements, such as IF/THEN/ELSE, and finally pretest loops, using the WHILE-DO command. Each of these new commands is integrated into a modular structure which closely resembles that used in Pascal.

The author has not only written a very readable introduction to structured programming, but he has also combined this with an excellent discussion of problem solving strategies. The method of stepwise refinement is introduced early and is employed consistently throughout the book. Pattis uses box of block diagrams to help the student to visualize the program structures, and he emphasizes that programs must be clear and understandable. The book doesn’t teach Pascal, but a student who has completed this book will certainly find Pascal to be familiar and easy to learn.

Both mainframe and microprocessor versions of Earel are available, but personal experience suggests that this support is not essential. Running the programs on a computer does help to catch subtle errors, but the author is quite right when he suggests that if time is limited, it is equally effective to do the programs by hand. The preface indicates that this entire hook is covered in four class days at Stanford. This seems a little rapid for those who have never programmed before, but it accurately suggests that the book is clearly written and easy to understand.

Pattis has written a book which is not only fun to read but also teaches many of the basic ideas of computer programming. It is a good introduction to structured programming for the beginner and can also serve as a transition to Pascal for someone who is already familiar with a non-structured language, such as BASIC. It is a pleasure to recommend this delightful little book.
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I want to run two Karel the Robots at the same time, performing two different tasks. I have tried looking up solutions on the internet, and I have been successful in making a working thread, however, I am unable to run two Karel the Robots at the same time. Any help on this Concurrent Programming issue would be appreciated. I have also used the Karel J Robot book's example where the thread setup code would be as follows: public static void main (String [] args) { Karelrunner r = new Karelrunner(); World.setupThread(r) Karel the Robot. 136 likes. Karel for iPad is a logical game for children and/or an educational programming language for beginners. Enjoy the Christmas Price drop ($1.99 -> $0.99) for "Karel the Robot". Merry Christmas to everyone :) Karel the Robot. 22 April 2014 Â-. Do you like this new edition of iPad? :) Karel the Robot. 18 April 2014 Â-. *** As an EASTER GIFT Karel the Robot is now free for a limited time ***. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/karel-the-robot/id807177431â€¦ Karel the Robot. Karel the Robot teaches you the fundamental concepts and skills of programming -- quickly and easily! By emphasizing logic and structure over calculation, it provides a nontargeting introduction to the central ideas in programming -- the same ideas that apply to all computer programming languages. This widely-praised guide begins by introducing Karel, a literal-minded robot whose built-in capabilities allow him to explore his world and manipulate simple objects in it. Karel is an educational programming language for beginners, created by Richard E. Pattis in his book Karel The Robot: A Gentle Introduction to the Art of Programming. Pattis used the language in his courses at Stanford University, California. The language is named after Karel Čapek, a Czech writer who introduced the word robot in his play R.U.R. A program in Karel is used to control a simple robot named Karel that lives in an environment consisting of a grid of streets (left-right) and avenues Karel The Robot. Contribute to fredoverflow/karel development by creating an account on GitHub. Karel The Robot is a simple teaching environment for imperative programming basics. The original idea was developed in the 1970s by Richard Pattis at Stanford University.